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Discover an analytic work of Sekiro, a game that spectacularly marked the 2010s.Few video
game series can boast having marked the 2010s as much as Souls. FromSoftware mainly owes
this amazing and unexpected success to the talents of the now-famous Hidetaka Miyazaki,
whose radical vision of video games was quick to charm and win around players. In May 2014,
the director was promoted to president of FromSoftware. He could have continued to create
Souls forevermore, but instead chose to develop new franchises. The first true representative of
this new era was Sekiro: Shadows Die Twice, a game with unprecedented richness and flawless
thematic consistency. This book will discuss the work’s development process, an analysis of the
storyline and characters, the soundtrack, themes, and its historical, cultural and artistic
influences. It will also present an analysis of the problem with Sekiro’s difficulty—which saw a lot
of ink spilled at its release—and take a look at the evolution of Miyazaki’s games.This book will
provide you with an analysis of Sekiro: Shadows Die Twice : it will discuss the game creation
process, as well as the themes, the storyline, the characters, the soundtrack and its diferent
influences. The book will also present an analysis of the problem with the game's difficulty and
the evolution of Miyazaki's games.ABOUT THE AUTHORIt is by exploring the world of Super
Metroid at the age of seven that Ludovic Castro finds himself for the first time captivated by a
world of video games. A big fan of Japanese RPGs, he later became passionate about the
background stories about his favorite games in Gameplay RPG magazine. Now a doctor of
theoretical chemistry, he sometimes manages to find enough free time to write about his favorite
series, Megami Tensei.



“I think that artists and writers have allowed themselves to be sold down the river. They have
accepted the prevailing belief that art and writing are merely forms of entertainment. They’re not
seen as transformative forces that can change a human being; that can change a society. They
are seen as simple entertainment; things with which we can fill twenty minutes, half an hour,
while we’re waiting to die.It’s not the job of the artist to give the audience what the audience
wants. If the audience knew what they needed, then they wouldn’t be the audience. They would
be the artists. It is the job of artists to give the audience what they need.”Alan Moore11. Extract
from the documentary film The Mindscape of Alan Moore. Born on November 18, 1953, Alan
Moore is a British comic book writer whose best-known works include Watchmen, V for Vendetta
and From Hell.SEKIROTHE SECOND LIFEOF SOULSPrefaceFEW VIDEO GAME SERIES can
claim to have marked the 2010s to quite the same extent as Souls1. In the space of eight short
years, all five games by FromSoftware  Demon’s Souls, the Dark Souls trilogy and Bloodborne
 have captivated an audience of millions throughout the world and, today, they are undeniably
enshrined as cult classics. The Japanese studio largely owes this remarkable and unexpected
success to the talent  and many would argue the “genius”  of Hidetaka Miyazaki, who has
risen to fame thanks to his radical vision of game design.In May 2014, the director was officially
promoted to company president of FromSoftware. While he could have extended the Souls
series ad infinitum, instead he opted to develop new franchises, innovative gameplay systems
and original universes. Although the first title produced under this new policy was Déraciné, a
virtual reality game released on the PlayStation 4 in late 2018, as far as most players are
concerned, the first true representative of this brand-new era is undoubtedly Sekiro: Shadows
Die Twice2. Released in March 2019, this action-adventure game, set in sixteenth-century
feudal Japan, would feature numerous innovations and experimentations on the part of the
design team, from its gameplay systems (exploration and combat), universe, story-telling and
themes to its music.In this book, dedicated entirely to Sekiro, we shall deconstruct and analyze
the game from every angle in an effort to extract its true substance. As we shall discover, specific
narrative themes resonate particularly well with the design philosophy embedded at
FromSoftware by Miyazaki. Furthermore, these represent a lens through which to examine his
creative line of thought and provide ample opportunities to better understand the director’s body
of work.Our discussion shall offer a continuation of the two volumes of Dark Souls: Beyond the
Grave. As such, the section exploring the creative process behind Sekiro follows on from the
corresponding discussion of Dark Souls III, in the second aforementioned volume. In the same
spirit as its predecessors, this book shall provide a detailed insight into the story, characters,
soundtrack, art direction, influences, level design and gameplay systems of Sekiro. The second
chapter shall introduce core concepts that are key to understanding the game’s universe, such
as Shintoism, Buddhism and the period of Japanese history known as Sengoku. Dissecting the
themes from various perspectives, Chapter IV also contains an essay on the issue of difficulty in



Sekiro, subject to extensive debate upon the game’s release.Though it might not have landed
with the same impact as Souls, Sekiro is a video game of extraordinary depth, boundless
generosity and immaculate thematic coherence. It is also a highly demanding  not to mention
uncompromising  experience that requires considerable investment on the part of the player.
Throughout these pages, we shall endeavor to expose this unique work in all its richness,
elegance and intelligence.Ludovic Castro While exploring the astounding world of Super
Metroid, Ludovic was first hypnotized by a video game universe at the tender age of seven.
Especially drawn to the JRPG genre, he wiled away his childhood years reading video game
magazines GamePlay RPG and Background. As well as having a PhD in theoretical chemistry,
Ludo lent his writing to the third volume of the “Level Up” collection from Third Éditions in 2015.
For the same publisher, he authored a book in the “Ludothèque” collection the following year,
about the duology Shin Megami Tensei: Digital Devil Saga. Sekiro: The Second Life of Souls is
his first large-format book.1. Throughout this book, we shall use the term “Souls” to denote the
five games by FromSoftware that feature a combat system based on the stamina bar, namely
Demon’s Souls, the three Dark Souls and Bloodborne. The reason being that this is a more
streamline abbreviation than the alternative: “Soulsborne.”2. In a further bid to streamline the
text, the game shall generally be referred to as “Sekiro.”SEKIROTHE SECOND LIFEOF
SOULSCHAPTER ONE:Creation & GameplayBACK IN 2015, Hidetaka Miyazaki was busy
overseeing the development, in parallel, of Dark Souls III and the downloadable content
Bloodborne: The Old Hunters. Despite being promoted to president of FromSoftware in May
2014, the director had no intention of spending his days behind a stack of paperwork. In fact, he
had only accepted the responsibility on the condition that he would continue his work as a
creator. That he would turn his back on designing gameplay systems and fictional universes was
out of the question. After all, it was his urge to create that had motivated him to give up his career
in accounting, a decade earlier, to throw his body and soul into video games.With the
Bloodborne and Dark Souls III projects already set in motion when he assumed his new role, this
was the first year that key decisions about the studio’s strategy and creative direction fell
squarely upon Miyazaki’s shoulders. During an interview for Famitsu in June 2016, the director
announced that FromSoftware had no plans to release another Dark Souls. According to
Miyazaki, there was a consensus among staff at the studio; it was never their ambition to
become a Souls factory. Moreover, he failed to see what he could add to his dark fantasy
universe. As far as he was concerned, everything had already been said. Without ruling out the
possibility that one of his colleague’s might develop a new episode in future, he confirmed that
his own personal involvement in the series was over, and a sequel was not on the cards in the
medium term. Looking ahead to the future, Miyazaki was convinced it was time to build on the
experience that FromSoftware had accrued since 2009, with his sights set on original and
innovative projects. In his view, the studio’s creative spirit depended on it.LEVEL DESIGN IN
SOULSOver the last decade, the video games of Miyazaki have been acclaimed by all quarters
for the interconnectivity and verticality of their level design1.In the levels of Demon’s Souls, we



are presented with environments that are constituted of several superimposed “layers.” For
example, in level 1-1, the gate to the Boletarian Palace, the player gradually ascends to the top
of the ramparts, from where they can see the path of level 1-2 down below, as the stronghold of
level 1-3 looms ominously over the horizon. Despite being separate entities, the five worlds of
Demon’s Souls already reveal Miyazaki’s fascination with verticality.Yet the true scope of the
director’s ambitions would come to fruition in Dark Souls: vast interlacing worlds to endlessly
explore without the interruption of loading screens. Situated on either side of the Valley of
Drakes, which acts as a central fault line of sorts, the diverse regions of Lordran are linked
together by a vast network of doors, bridges, elevators, stairways and relatively unremarkable
corridors. This type of structure fulfills a number of objectives: inspiring a real sense of
adventure, creating a living universe with a history in its own right, inviting players to absorb and
appropriate their surroundings as they navigate the world, as well as lending excitement, reward
and even sentimentality to exploration. Who can honestly say they didn’t feel something stir
inside of them  or at least breathe a heavy sigh of relief  when, having survived the grueling
journey through Blighttown, they were greeted with the opening stanza of the musical theme that
emanates from Firelink Shrine? After several hours, spent scraping through some of the game’s
most punishing environments, the music of this sanctuary instills feelings of comfort reminiscent
of the soothing refrain of the save rooms in the original Resident Evil games.As well as being
interconnected, the level design in Dark Souls also makes great use of verticality. Over the
course of the adventure, from the depths of Lost Izalith to the upper reaches of the Duke’s
Archives  through Blighttown, Undead Burg, Sen’s Fortress and Anor Londo  the protagonist
explores multiple strata of this fictional world of Lordran. Impressive vertical scale fuels a
heartfelt sensation of wonder, when the player reaches a vantage point, and gazes out over the
sprawling labyrinth from which they have emerged. Pushing the idea further, beyond the “macro”
scale of the game world, the same notion of verticality can be found within each locale.
Blighttown is certainly the most striking case in point: up on the cavern’s highest wooden
platforms, players must summon all of their courage to venture as deep as the putrid quagmire
far beneath their feet. Once they set foot in the swamp, the infernal descent continues through
the Great Hollow, rewarded at last with one of the most beautiful panoramas in the game, the
ethereal landscape of Ash Lake. As these locations are layered one above the other, so the
player goes through a series of emotional states: fear, revulsion, confusion and awe.Of course,
this approach to three-dimensional level design was not invented with Dark Souls. Many games
before it had adopted a similar philosophy to great effect. Among others, the unforgettable
Legacy of Kain: Soul Reaver on the PlayStation featured huge interconnected areas, some of
which played upon the notion of altitude (especially in Zephon’s Cathedral). Nonetheless, Dark
Souls was the first game to fully incorporate, in three dimensions, the revolutionary level design
introduced by the Metroid series in 1986.In order to properly illustrate the comparison, we ought
to recall how the world was structured in the third instalment of the saga. Super Metroid sees
players explore the planet Zebes as intergalactic bounty hunter Samus Aran. Still to this day, its



level design is universally considered to be foundational in the history of video games. Six main
areas are both interconnected (for example, Brinstar is connected with Crateria, Maridia and
Norfair) and situated above one another. After she touches down on Zebes, Samus embarks on
a journey ever deeper through the bowels of the planet. Furthermore, thanks to newly opened
pathways, the world’s structure often lets players return to previously explored areas. Just as the
protagonist can enter Blighttown from two different sides in Dark Souls (the Valley of Drakes or
the Depths), Samus can access Maridia via separate paths that are very far away from each
other (by blowing up the green tube in Brinstar or through the cave behind the Wrecked Ship).In
addition, Super Metroid introduced original ideas that lent a new dimension to exploration as the
adventure developed. After defeating Kraid, for example, the journey back to Crateria is
accompanied by a change in both the music and the climate. At this precise moment, the rain
that had battered the planet’s surface since the player’s arrival subsides at last. This simple shift
is not only designed to symbolize the passage of time. Combined with the triumphant score of
Crateria Surface, the clear skies see us contemplate the newfound strength of the protagonist,
and give us a lift before the challenge that lies ahead. Marking the passage of time  and, above
all, the progress of the adventure  by means of the atmosphere is also a feature of the more
recent games developed by FromSoftware, in particular, Bloodborne and Dark Souls III.It is no
coincidence that the worlds of these two games display great verticality and interconnectivity.
Over the years, this meticulous brand of level design has become something of a trademark for
the studio, and fans of the series have come to expect nothing less. Thankfully, there are no
signs that the developers will let up in this department. Miyazaki is well aware that designing
complex three-dimensional maps is one of the studio’s greatest strengths. Indeed, the aspiration
to improve upon this formula for level design is what sparked his desire, in 2015, to develop a
game centered around shinobi.AT FIRST, A YEARNING FOR FREEDOMIn Souls, vertical
traversal is facilitated by ladders and elevators, which to some degree can interrupt the flow of
exploration. On his new project, Miyazaki would dispense with these constraints altogether. With
a view to making exploration continuous and dynamic, he began toying with the idea of using a
grappling hook, typically associated with shinobi. Somewhat fortuitously, the shinobi theme fits
perfectly with two other aspects of game design that are close to his heart. First of all, the
director has always shown a passion for intense, violent and stylized sword combat. The second
is all about the manner in which players overcome hurdles. As with his previous games, Miyazaki
wanted the player to feel a strong sense of accomplishment as they triumph over challenges that
seemed insurmountable at first sight. He also wanted the player to have more strategic options
in doing so and a greater variety than ever before. Above all else, the shinobi are renowned for
their adaptability. Whereas samurai would always engage in head-to-head combat, shinobi
would employ all manner of tools, cunning, subterfuge and another less honorable methods of
escaping danger. The more he thought about it, the more the idea showed promise: a shinobi
protagonist would give players the chance to freely express their creativity. So it was decided,
the guiding principle for this new project would be freedom: freedom of traversal in exploration



and freedom of action in the face of various challenges.FromSoftware had already created
games involving samurai and shinobi in the past (like Ninja Blade, Tenchu and Otogi), but this
was the first bite of the cherry for Miyazaki. Throughout his ten years at the studio, he had only
contributed to the mech series Armored Core and the Souls saga, which further increased the
appeal of his latest directorial venture. At the beginning of the project, the main objective was to
make full use of the grappling hook, which is why he originally set out to create a new entry in
the Tenchu series.TENCHU: A SPIRITUAL ANCESTORThe stealth franchise Tenchu saw the
light of day with the release of Tenchu: Stealth Assassins on the PlayStation in 1998. Developed
by the Japanese studio Acquire (also known for series Way of the Samurai and Shinobido)2,
and published by Sony in Japan and Activision overseas, this first title sees players take control
of Ayame and Rikimaru, two shinobi who serve the benevolent Lord Gohda. After they have
chosen their character, the player must complete ten independent missions with a range of
different objectives, be it the assassination of a corrupt minister, the delivery of a secret
message or the rescue of a comrade. The action takes place in the quintessential environments
of sixteenth-century Japan, such as urban neighborhoods, bamboo forests and stately
residences. The player controls their chosen character as the third-person camera follows
behind them  just like the one in Souls  and they must carry out their missions as discretely as
possible. Along the way, they can use the environment to reach their objectives unnoticed and
dispatch enemies without raising the alarm. In particular, the grappling hook allows the player to
observe enemy patrol routes and devise a strategy accordingly; it is their choice whether to
engage or sneak past the guards. If the character gets spotted, they can either escape to a safe
hiding place until the situation dies down, or engage in face-to-face combat with bladed
weapons. With a selection of items and tools to equip before each mission, players can choose
from a variety of strategic approaches. They might bring along healing potions, kunai3, smoke
bombs, colored rice (to find their way) or a whistle, to name but a few.Owing to the game’s
commercial success, Activision bought the legal rights from Sony and published Tenchu 2: Birth
of the Stealth Assassins, a direct prequel developed by Acquire for the PS1. The third episode in
the series, Tenchu: Wrath of Heaven, was developed by fledgling studio K2 LLC (which became
a subsidiary of Capcom in 2008) and published by FromSoftware in Japan and Activision in the
West on both PS2 and Xbox. Despite the change of platform and development studio, the
formula itself would remain largely the same. In 2004, the license was taken over by
FromSoftware. A multitude of titles and ports would follow, with reasonable success overall, on
the PS2, PSP, DS, Xbox 360 and Wii. As for these releases in the West, the Japanese studio
partnered with several different publishers, including SEGA, Nintendo, Microsoft and Ubisoft.
Failing to hit the same heights as the early years, the franchise was shelved after the release of
Tenchu Kurenai Portable for the PSP in January 2010.It was only six years later that Hidetaka
Miyazaki decided to reignite the franchise. However, this idea would shortly be reversed. In the
early days of the project, the team at FromSoftware realized they would rather be unshackled by
the constraints of an existing license: “We initially considered publishing [Sekiro] under the



Tenchu series, but we quickly gave up on that idea. Fundamentally, Tenchu was created by a
very different set of developers with idiosyncrasies that shone through the work. If we were to
develop under that name, we feared it would come off as an imitation. So, while we took many
influences from Tenchu  including the grappling hook and Deathblow, we created our own
foundation for this game.”Never having worked on a game set in feudal Japan, Miyazaki and the
younger employees at FromSoftware believed in their ability to develop a game that was both
exciting and innovative. What is more, launching a new franchise would allow them to blend
ingredients as they saw fit from Tenchu and Souls alike.SENGOKU OR EDO?With the concept
of a shinobi protagonist set in stone, Miyazaki turned his attention to the historical setting of the
game. These warriors are said to have lived4 during two distinct periods of Japanese history:
The Sengoku period, literally “Age of Warring States,” an era of great social and political
upheaval, characterized by unremitting military conflicts and spanning from 1477 to 16035. It is
claimed to have given rise to the mysterious shinobi, mercenaries armed with secret military
techniques and sent out by warlords to conduct all manner of espionage and assassination. The
Edo period, starting with the unification of Japan by Tokugawa Ieyasu in 1603 and ending with
the Meiji Restoration in 1868. It was characterized by the dominance of the Tokugawa
shogunate, which designated Edo  the former name for Tokyo  as its capital. Now that the
country had been unified and stabilized, this gave way to a more peaceful era than Sengoku, in
which the shinobi are said to have been retained mainly as spies and bodyguards of the
shogunate.In what was a relatively quick decision, Miyazaki settled on the Sengoku period: “The
reason we chose the Warring States period is because, firstly, combat in the period is thought of
as rawer and dirtier [than the combat of the Edo period], which conforms more closely with my
conception of shinobi. Secondly, with regard to the conceit, Warring States is closer to the
Middle Ages, which have more of a mythological feel; and Edo is closer to the modern age, with
more of a living, breathing feel. In my mind, it felt more believable to see something mystical, or
having to do with the presence of gods, in the Sengoku period.” Specifically, he wished to
present the end of this historical timeline: “In my opinion, there’s a nuance  a beauty  in the
finality of something coming to an end. That fits [the] artistic sense [of FromSoftware], and we
wanted to express that.” Having established the inspiration for the game’s historical context, as
opposed to creating a faithful reproduction of the Sengoku period, the development team sought
to reinterpret the history according to their own artistic sensibilities: “Realism is necessary, but
we don’t focus on it too much. As we reimagined medieval fantasy in Dark Souls, we’re
reimagining the [Sengoku] period with our own flights of fancy.”THE ONE-ARMED WOLFAt the
outset of the design process, it was also decided that the main character would be endowed
with his own unique personality and identity. With the help of his artists, Miyazaki envisaged a
seasoned shinobi, his left arm replaced by a prosthesis concealing a variety of tools and
weapons. In all likelihood, the concept was influenced by the protagonist of the manga Berserk,
a character called Guts, who also wears a prosthetic left arm, which either serves as a cannon
or a crossbow. A huge admirer of the series by Kentaro Miura, it would come as no surprise if



Miyazaki were inspired by his work. And the similarities don’t end there. Another aspect that
Miyazaki’s protagonist and Guts share in common is a streak of white hair on the right side of
their head. Additionally, the name of his shinobi  Wolf ( or ōkami in Japanese)  evokes the
supernatural hound-like manifestation of the latter’s ferocious impulses.After they had created
their protagonist, the team came up with a sobriquet to illustrate his deadly nature. Together with
his colleagues, Miyazaki chose the term “Sekiro” (  ), which is a contracted form of “Sekiwan no
Ōkami” (    )6 literally meaning “One-Armed Wolf.” As the director put it so eloquently: “He lost
an arm, yet is as a wolf.”Giving the player character his own distinct personality would inevitably
rule out several features of Souls, cherished among fans, namely character creation and starting
classes. As an action-RPG series, Dark Souls has always allowed players to choose a class
(knight, sorcerer, wanderer, cleric, etc.) and fully customize their character, including their name,
gender and physical appearance (eye, hair and skin color, tattoos, musculature, etc.). In spite of
its menagerie of unorthodox classes, the character creator in Bloodborne also offers a
significant degree of customization. From the early stages of development, however, Sekiro was
never destined for the action-RPG genre. For Miyazaki, this was an action-adventure game; all
but devoid of RPG elements. In the same vein as Tenchu, which focused on the exploits of
Ayame and Rikimaru, Sekiro would follow the singular destiny of the shinobi Wolf.STRIKING
FROM THE SHADOWSIn an effort to convey the characteristic agility of the shinobi, the team
quickly decided that the range of movements available to Wolf would be based on those of his
counterparts in Tenchu. For the first time ever, many of the traversal options that are absent from
Souls would appear in a game directed by Miyazaki. The protagonist in Sekiro is able to jump,
swim, crouch, hang from ledges, hug walls and use his grappling hook to reach distant
platforms. In addition to these traversal options, taken directly from Tenchu, the developers
implemented the ability to wall jump and borrowed the dash from Bloodborne. With the aim of
giving players as much freedom as possible, they also did away with the stamina bar featured in
every entry of the Souls series. In the absence of such a constraint, the player could now sprint,
dodge and jump to their heart’s content. A seed first planted in Bloodborne, the resulting
sensation is one of lightness and fluidity in full bloom. With a judicious combination of grapples,
sprints, leaps and wall jumps, it was now possible to traverse the environment at phenomenal
speed  at least compared with both Souls and Tenchu. Owing to the placement of fixed grapple
points, predetermined throughout each location, the act of traversal becomes even faster and
more dynamic. If the player had to aim manually, as they do in the Tenchu series, it would no
doubt hamper the director’s intended rhythm for the game.Furthermore, this vast palette of
movement options allows the player to infiltrate locations effectively and silently thin out the
enemy ranks. Wolf’s mastery of assassination is expressed by means of yet another mechanic
inherited directly from Tenchu, which, in Sekiro, is called a “Deathblow.” With a single strike of his
katana, the shinobi can dispatch most regular enemies by sneaking up behind them, leaping
down from above or lying in wait against a wall as they round the corner. If any guards stray too
close to a ledge, he can also hang down below them and perform a Deathblow from beneath



their feet. It is therefore essential to use every traversal technique in his repertoire to eliminate
enemies without raising the alarm. As in the case of Tenchu, the grappling hook also allows the
player to reach elevated vantage points, from which to spy on enemy patrols and plan their next
strike.According to Miyazaki, the “micro” level design of Sekiro was purposely created with this
stealth approach in mind. Each of the different locations can be seen as a puzzle in its own right.
If they wish to remain unnoticed, the player must figure out the ideal order in which to eradicate
their foes, and the most suitable method of attack. For instance, they might exploit an enemy
blind spot, crouch through a patch of tall grass, then set to work taking out the guard dogs and
other sentries. A frontal assault on multiple adversaries, à la Souls, remains a viable alternative,
but this type of strategy is often highly dangerous during a first playthrough. Speaking to Famitsu
in June 2018, Miyazaki says as much himself: “The swordplay is strenuous without any tricks 
and may end up being harder than the stuff we’ve worked on up until now. In fact, the
opportunities for ingenuity may end up being more interesting than straight combat.”Last of all,
stealth can be used to eavesdrop on the guards in Sekiro, to unearth information about the
universe and the vulnerabilities of certain bosses. Toward the beginning of the game, for
example, a pair of soldiers reveal that a nearby sub-boss  the Chained Ogre  is afraid of fire.
Likewise, there is an invitation to eavesdrop on another soldier, a little later, as he kneels before
his fallen warhorse and laments: “All it took was a bit of gunpowder.” This is a valuable clue that a
few firecrackers could startle even the most battle-hardened steed.COMPETING IN OPEN
BATTLEGiven the director’s predilection for swordplay, Sekiro was always bound to be more
than just a stealth game. As with Souls and Tenchu, the adventure is strewn with battles against
diverse bosses and sub-bosses who have multiple health bars (or “vitality gauges”). In some
cases, the first of these can be removed stealthily using a Deathblow, but the same does not
apply to their additional health bars. There is no other way around it, the player will eventually
have to square off against these powerful foes.FromSoftware designed a completely original
combat system for Sekiro based on one essential feature: the posture gauge. As the company
president explained to Famitsu, back in 2018, the game would focus on clashing swords. The
player’s objective is to wear down their opponent’s defenses and create an opening in which to
deal a Deathblow. In the eyes of Miyazaki, this style of sword combat is equally suited to the
theme of shinobi and the overall Japanese aesthetic.It is not just the protagonist who has a
posture gauge, but each and every enemy in the game  whether human, animal, apparition or
otherwise. Albeit the new gauge bears some resemblance to the stamina bar from Souls, in
many ways, the rules that govern it represent a break from the past. As opposed to depleting, the
posture gauge fills up. The more the shinobi takes posture damage, the weaker his balance.
Once it is full, he is forced to kneel to the ground. In this short window, he is unable to defend
himself or attack in any way; this renders him vulnerable to any subsequent onslaught. On the
face of it, this mechanic could be mistaken for its counterpart in Souls, in which a fully depleted
stamina bar creates a similar window of vulnerability. However, if Sekiro manages to fill his
opponent’s posture gauge (thus “breaking” their posture), this gives him a valuable opening in



which to perform a Deathblow that fully depletes one health bar  regardless of whether it was
almost full. In many scenarios, trying to break the posture of a boss is more productive than
whittling down their health to zero. The posture gauge slowly fills with every wound or block. In a
similar vein to the shield mechanic in Dark Souls, this discourages the player from being overly
passive. Wolf is certainly allowed to block, but only for so long. Dealing attacks does not affect
the attacker’s posture gauge. This fundamental departure from the Souls series raises the
intensity of swordplay and offers little opportunity for respite. Combatants are able to stay on the
offensive without giving their opponent time to breathe. Blocking without being hit drains the
posture gauge. This mechanic is entirely counter-intuitive to those more accustomed to Dark
Souls, where the player has to drop their guard to refill their stamina bar. Yet it makes perfect
sense in the context of Sekiro: if players were able to skirt around the edges of the boss arena to
regain their posture, it would make the whole affair all too easy. Being forced to raise their guard
also restricts movement and, therefore, leaves the player susceptible to incoming blows. Some
may interpret this design choice as something of a gibe at fans of Dark Souls, but that is
certainly not the case. It simply forms a coherent part of what is a different combat system.
Deflecting an attack by pressing the block button at the right moment  just before it lands 
slightly fills Sekiro’s posture gauge and, to a much greater degree, that of his adversary.
Therefore, deflecting is an effective way of breaking an enemy’s posture. It is important to add
that his own successful parries do not throw the shinobi off balance, even when his posture
gauge is effectively full. Wolf’s posture cannot be broken if he keeps deflecting with perfect
timing. In fights against the game’s bosses, the enemy’s posture gauge tends to recover faster
while their health bar is relatively full. It is often necessary to begin these confrontations by
chipping away at their health  by unearthing weaknesses in their attack patterns  before
targeting their posture. Of course, the ablest players can attempt to break their posture straight
away, but extreme aggression and a constant flurry of deflections are required to pull off such a
strategy.To top it all off, certain enemy attacks are unblockable. At the start of these attack
animations, a red kanji meaning “danger” flashes up on screen, as a warning that a “perilous
attack” is imminent. The player must watch carefully to ascertain the nature of the incoming
threat  be it a thrust, sweep or grab  and quickly react accordingly: In the case of a thrust, they
have to deflect. Once they have unlocked the “Mikiri Counter” skill7, they can also use the dodge
button to interrupt the thrust, inflicting a devastating amount of posture damage. For an incoming
sweep, the player must jump in the air. In the process, they can bounce off the head of their
adversary, again for major posture damage. As for grab attacks, the player has to dodge late  at
least in theory  because these animations tend to track the shinobi at the last moment. Seeing
as the window of opportunity is so small, jumping or sprinting out of harm’s way is sometimes
the safer option. Unlike thrusts or sweeps, the player will often have to adapt their tactics to the
grab attacks of individual enemy-types.All of these mechanics combined lead to bloody battles
that are up close and personal, dynamic, stylish and intense, in other words, the exact
embodiment of what Miyazaki had in mind. A consequence of this new combat system is that



veterans of the Souls series are forced to abandon their bad habits, as Sekiro plays very
differently. For instance, we can no longer rely on dodging every enemy offensive, furiously
hammering the attack button or releasing block to regain balance8.Although this makes for
exhilarating duels, we should not forget that Wolf is a shinobi, not a samurai. As Miyazaki rightly
says, any tactic that gets the job done is a good tactic! Unbound by the codes of honorable
warfare, Wolf can deploy his grappling hook in battle  as a means of escape or to close the
distance with a towering opponent  and a whole range of tools attached to his prosthetic left
arm.A VERSATILE PROSTHETICSekiro’s prosthetic tools are born of a desire, on the part of the
director, for the player to conquer challenges using their ingenuity. Miyazaki outlines the process
as follows: “There was a desire to have a symbol for the idea that you have a wide variety of
things at your disposal. That’s how we came up with the arm, it was a way to put that in a single
place.” As the adventure unfurls, the protagonist accumulates an arsenal of ten different
prosthetic tools, which greatly expand his capabilities. Shuriken (spinning projectiles traditionally
carried by shinobi) are highly effective at interrupting adversaries in mid-air, and getting rid of
weaker and more irksome enemies from afar (dogs, monkeys, geckos, etc.). The axe obliterates
the defenses of certain enemy-types, like wooden shields or the large hats of the assassins of
Senpou Temple. Additionally, one good swing will often deal a significant amount of posture
damage. The spear provides a back-and-forth thrust attack that drags enemies closer or tears
off pieces of their armor. This particular tool is inspired by the Tetsubishi in Tenchu: Wrath of
Heaven. The Sabimaru is a poison-coated dagger. Highly valued by your humble author, it is
something of a coward’s weapon by all accounts. The Iron-Ribbed Umbrella is a defense
mechanism worthy of the finest shields in Dark Souls. Wolf can deploy it to protect himself or
deflect certain attacks with greater ease. Better still, enhanced versions of the umbrella render
him invulnerable to two of the more aggravating status abnormalities in the game: Burn and
Terror. Firecrackers serve to temporarily blind and immobilize enemies. Animals are especially
susceptible to the ensuing panic. The Flame Vent, as the name would suggest, is a flamethrower
that is all the more lethal against enemies afraid of fire. In the purest tradition of Souls, it
becomes doubly effective if Sekiro douses his foe in oil beforehand. The Mist Raven’s feathers
teleport Wolf behind an enemy mid-strike, allowing him to counter-attack immediately. Divine
Abduction is a large fan that turns enemies around with a gust of wind. In the midst of combat,
this creates an opening for an instant Deathblow. The Finger Whistle attracts the attention of
guards. An efficient tool for implementing stealth tactics, also used to enrage beasts, it is directly
inspired by the whistle in Tenchu.When it came to designing the different enemies and
prosthetic tools, the development team had to bear in mind a fundamental tenet of Miyazaki:
every tool available to the player must have a decisive impact on certain types of enemies or
bosses. In the course of a single playthrough, the director wanted to encourage players to take
advantage of their entire arsenal. Accordingly, each prosthetic tool is extremely helpful in the
ideal scenario: “Effective methods of combat in each encounter are set to be even more effective
than [in Souls]. That’s the characteristic of Sekiro. We wanted to give meaning to using the



various methods at your disposal and working out the effective ways of dealing with
enemies.”Indeed, the boss encounter against Gyoubu Oniwa, as but one example, proves to be
much easier once the player makes use of the grappling hook and Robert’s
Firecrackers.Furthermore, each prosthetic tool can be upgraded in exchange for materials and
currency  found in coin purses  scattered throughout the game world or taken from the bodies
of defeated enemies. An upgrade like Phoenix’s Lilac Umbrella, for example, can turn the tide of
battle against specific sub-bosses, who initially appear to be unbeatable (the Headless and
Shichimen Warriors). Ever since Demon’s Souls, this has been Hidetaka Miyazaki’s core
philosophy: to inspire a profound feeling of elation in the player when, after hours of
perseverance, they finally beat a challenge that once seemed impossible.ACCOUNTING FOR
CUSTOMIZATIONAlthough a number of RPG elements from the Souls series are glaringly
absent  such as character creation, experience levels and grinding to raise stats, or the vast
array of weapons, armor, rings and spells  customization is nonetheless present and accounted
for in Sekiro. First of all, the designers balanced the availability of the game’s currency and
materials, so the player must choose which prosthetic tools to upgrade during their first
playthrough. Secondly, the game contains five skill trees with numerous skills the player can
choose to unlock, including Combat Arts, Latent Skills (passive abilities that boost stealth,
resistance to posture damage, etc.) and a whole host of other techniques (blocking and
deflecting while airborne, sliding into cover while sprinting, etc.). In order for Sekiro to learn
these, the player must spend Skill Points earned by defeating certain enemies and bosses. And
seeing how unrealistic it is to unlock every technique available on the first playthrough, they must
carefully weigh up how to allocate each Skill Point. As such, they will prioritize skills that
complement their preferred play-style and work best in tandem with their favorite prosthetic
tools. In spite of these options being more limited than those in Souls, there is no denying that
character builds  which some might have feared to be forsaken outright  are alive and well in
Sekiro.In the Souls series, individual weapons and armor usually come with stat requirements.
For example, a high Strength stat is needed to equip Havel’s Greatshield. According to Miyazaki,
the reason these stats did not carry over to Sekiro is that, like in Souls, they would prevent the
player from using certain tools and techniques. Indeed, the very design philosophy of Sekiro is
that players are free to experiment with every aspect of being a shinobi. As game designer
Masaru Yamamura explains: “[The player] is never “locked” out of a certain strategy simply
because [they] didn’t build for it.” Hence the only stats in the game are Vitality  which governs
both health and posture  and Attack Power. Respectively, these can be increased by collecting
Prayer Beads (found in chests or dropped by sub-bosses) and Memories (obtained by defeating
bosses). Getting hold of these valuable items is doubly rewarding because upgrading these
stats reveals precious fragments of lore9.SHADOWS DIE MORE THAN TWICEOne of the
cornerstones of the Souls series is the absence of manual saves. Instead, the player’s progress
is saved automatically, whenever they kill an enemy, consume an item, open a door, and so
forth. In addition, death does not trigger a definitive “game over.” From Demon’s Souls to



Bloodborne and Dark Souls III, the way that death works, along with the associated
consequences, has always remained more or less unchanged. After an invariably harrowing
death  impaled on the end of a knight’s sword, scorched by a dragon, devoured by a famished
abomination, crushed under a boulder, and so on  the player resumes from their last
checkpoint (archstones in Demon’s Souls, bonfires in Dark Souls, lamps in Bloodborne) having
lost all of their hard-earned resources for buying items and raising their stats (souls in Demon’s
Souls and Dark Souls, blood echoes in Bloodborne). Yet far from having disappeared altogether,
the player has one chance to reclaim these resources from the spot where they perished; a
system designed to encourage constant improvement. To avoid suffering the full penalty, namely
the irretrievable loss of resources, they must survive at least as far as their last destination. This
basic mechanic follows from the underlying principle of exploration in Souls: advancing from one
checkpoint to the next, while relying on healing items that are generally finite in number (for
example, between five and twenty Estus Flasks in Dark Souls).Miyazaki would slightly alter this
equation for Sekiro by implementing a resurrection system, which allows the player to revive
themselves on the spot at least once, instead of restarting from the last checkpoint (a Sculptor’s
Idol). As the director explains, this design choice serves to underscore the vulnerability of
shinobi: “My idea of a shinobi fighting  rather than, say, a knight fighting  is that shinobi can’t
take a lot of damage. They’re taking a huge risk, they’re very vulnerable while they’re fighting. It’s
this idea of fighting on the edge. It’s a risky situation where, if you screw up by a hair’s breadth,
it’s over. […] The idea of that type of fighting is where the idea for resurrection came from.” Aside
from this conceptual rationale, the resurrection system was also introduced to maintain the
constant rhythm of the game: “With that image for the combat  that it’s risky, a slight mistake
and you’re dead  if you had to go back every time you die and walk back to where you were, the
tempo of the game wouldn’t feel very good. The idea of resurrection is that it helps the flow of the
game. […] It allows for that riskier “edge-of-the-knife” type of gameplay.” Sometimes, resurrecting
even allows the player to take revenge on unsuspecting enemies as they walk back to their
posts: “A ninja is so resourceful that they can even make use of their own death to gain an
advantage. It’s not the main purpose, but sneaking up on enemies who thought you dead and
performing a Deathblow from behind will serve as a unique aspect of this game.”As of the first
interviews conducted in June 2018, Miyazaki sought to reassure those gamers who were eager
to find out whether Sekiro would be as challenging and unforgiving as Souls: “There’s one thing
I’d like to make sure isn’t misunderstood: the resurrection system was not introduced to make
the game easier. If anything, it can actually make the game harder because it allows us to push
the edge of risky combat where the player can die at any moment.” Additionally, a few
restrictions were put in place to help maintain the right balance. In any given boss battle, even if
the player has more than one resurrection to hand, they can only use the mechanic once, that is,
until they remove one of their opponent’s health bars. A boss with two health bars typically
allows for two resurrections: one during the first phase and another during the second. The only
way around this is to use a very rare item called a “Bundled Jizo Statue.” It is worth noting that



the consequence of “true” death  that which sends the player back to the last Sculptor’s Idol at
which they rested  is actually greater in comparison to Souls. Rather than getting a chance to
retrieve all of their resources from their corpse, the player immediately loses half of what they
had earned. This relatively harsh penalty adds yet more balance to the new resurrection
system.DRAGONROTAside from each halving the player’s resources, there are further
repercussions to several successive deaths: the spread of a disease known as “Dragonrot”
throughout the land of Ashina. Nevertheless, the punishment has very little bearing on the actual
gameplay. Even though it reduces the chance of receiving Unseen Aid  a mechanic that spares
the player from losing resources upon death  and locks off the sidequests of any NPCs (Non-
Player Characters) who have succumbed to the disease, all it takes to cure them is the periodic
consumption of a Dragon’s Blood Droplet. All things considered, this peculiar system, for the
most part, serves to introduce a new dimension to the game’s lore with greater naturalism. Its
forgiving design was clearly not intended to dissuade us from dying repeatedly, which  I think
we can all agree  is just as well.A MORE INTIMATE NARRATIVEDuring the development of
Sekiro, for the first time, Miyazaki decided that the game’s entire narrative should revolve around
the protagonist. As he puts it, “the themes of this story would be difficult without this fixed main
character.” As with the Souls series, the director himself built the foundations of the story, but this
time he would enlist the help of an assistant writer for the game’s dialog and item descriptions:
“While this is the first time I’ve directed the plot but not done the writing, I think it’ll be a good and
fresh perspective for this work, especially given the idiosyncrasies of my writing style.” This
delegation of responsibility for the narrative gave most of the development team their first
opportunity to take ownership of the inner workings of the fictional universe, in stark contrast to
the Souls games written exclusively by Miyazaki: “Before, I didn’t have the need to fully
communicate to that division about the story. It was all just in my head, and I could just write it
however I wanted, and let people piece it together. But, by sharing it with the other staff, it allows
me to see it in a clearer light, and, potentially, gives us a fresh and interesting take on that
content.” Despite loosening his grip, there was no time for rest: “It’s pretty tough, actually, to step
back. It doesn’t necessarily give me more time to focus on other things. […] Previously, I could
have just written some stuff down as part of the text or dialog at home. Nowadays, for Sekiro, I
have to communicate this to staff and be really quite forthcoming about it. That’s quite tough in
itself. But then to see [the other creators] reinterpret this into their idea of what that means or that
implies, this is enlightening for me.” Further to this new spirit of collaboration with his staff, the
director called in a pair of external consultants  Koichi Takashiro and Kenryo Shibata10  on
account of their expertise in Japanese history and theology, respectively.At least compared with
his previous games, the story of Sekiro mostly plays out in the foreground. All seven characters
at the heart of the intrigue  Wolf, Kuro, Isshin, Genichiro, Emma, the Sculptor and Owl  are
connected; and much more forthcoming in conversation than the characters in Souls. Now
easier to follow as a whole, the story is a tragedy built around a handful of central themes 
family relationships, the acceptance of death and decline, ephemeral beauty, the cycling of



generations, etc.11  all set against a backdrop of war. FromSoftware would explore the wider
macrocosm of the late Sengoku period by focusing on a representative microcosm, namely the
decline of the Ashina clan, thus threading together a far more intimate narrative than Souls.The
prominence of the characters would not entail the abandonment of the more cryptic narrative
devices so characteristic of Miyazaki’s work. Whereas the main thrust of the plot is more
discernible in comparison with the Souls series, the studio instilled an air of mystery with regard
to the game’s universe. As in the director’s past titles, the real substance of the script is only
uncovered by means of astute observation, deduction and interpretation on the part of the
player. Only by closely analyzing the environment, and carefully reading the dialog and item
descriptions, does the universe reveal all of its secrets. The mere presence of a given type of
enemy in a particular location can prove to be highly significant. By virtue of their invariably
captivating questlines, the ever-abundance of NPCs also contributes to our comprehension of
the narrative and the game’s thematic development  especially in terms of filial relationships.
Finally, Sekiro contains four dramatically divergent endings, each inviting the player to reflect on
the game’s intimate narrative and themes.THE BEAUTY OF JAPANSouls has always been
celebrated for its masterful art direction. Dark Souls, Bloodborne and Dark Souls III contain a
myriad of panoramas to take the player’s breath away: Anor Londo, Ash Lake, Old Yharnam, the
Hunter’s Nightmare, Irithyll of the Boreal Valley and the Ringed City, to name but a few. Every last
one of these environments, bestowed with a distinct visual identity, is an elegant blend of the
concepts of beauty and decay that so fascinate Miyazaki. The undeniable quality of the studio’s
artistic output is largely owed to its highly skilled artists and modelers.For Sekiro, the director
would bring most of the senior artists on the Souls series back on board (Daisuke Satake,
Makoto Sato, Hiroshi Nakamura and Masanori Waragai, among others). In the words of
Miyazaki, their aim was to combine the vividly intense beauty of Japan with the decline that
marked the sixteenth century: “We chose the end of the Warring States period in order to
incorporate the nuance of decay, which informs our conception of Japanese beauty. With regard
to [the latter], we considered its two faces: one of decay and one of vividness. It may seem a
contradiction, but we wanted to unite them. In our recent works, we’ve really been suppressing
vivid beauty, so we consciously emphasized it this time.”This vibrant aesthetic takes many
different forms in Sekiro. As a starting point, the physical environments themselves give
prominence to the magnificent architectural traditions of Japan. Ashina Castle and its outskirts
are directly inspired by those erected across the Archipelago between the fourteenth and
sixteenth centuries, for example, in Himeji and Aizuwakamatsu. These colossal structures were
built to protect the warlords of the Sengoku era. In the region of Mount Kongo, Senpou Temple
makes reference to the Buddhist complexes that sit up high on the mountainsides of Japan, like
that of Mount Shosha, not far from the city of Himeji. The bridge on which Sekiro must face
Robert’s father and the grand temple at the summit, respectively, are inspired by the Buddhist
temples of Tofukuji12 and Kiyomizu-dera in Kyoto. On the other hand, Fountainhead Palace
evokes the edifices of the Heian period (794-1185 AD), to be specific, the imperial palace of



Heian-kyo (former Kyoto) and the Shinto shrine of Itsukushima on the island commonly known
as Miyajima. Most other buildings in Sekiro  from the mansion of Hirata Estate to the thatched
cottages of Mibu Village  stay equally true to the traditional structures of the Sengoku era.For
the purposes of accurately modeling these buildings, FromSoftware’s artists sought the advice
of a historical consultant, and visited numerous literary and photographic archives. In typical
fashion, the environments are crafted with the utmost attention to detail. The vast majority of
ornamental features that characterize Buddhist temples and Shinto shrines  torii, shimenawa,
shide13, bells, altars, and statues of Buddha, Bodhisattvas and other deities  are faithfully
reproduced in Sekiro. As regards the interiors of Ashina Castle and Hirata Estate, the artists
drew their inspiration from specific artworks of the Sengoku period, for instance, the sumptuous
folding screen entitled Cypress Trees (a national treasure from the late sixteenth century by
Japanese painter Kano Eitoku).This concept of vivid beauty also informs the brightly colored
Japanese flora. In particular, the artists transcribed the red, yellow and green hues of the momiji
maple tree14 to embellish the spectacular scenery of Senpou Temple on Mount Kongo. This
comes as little surprise because these types of trees are frequently found around Japanese
temples and shrines, their red autumn leaves complementing the religious architecture to
wondrous effect. In the grounds of Fountainhead Palace, it is the sakura tree  with its famous
pink blossoms  that is given its place in the spotlight. FromSoftware depicts the three most
picturesque seasons in Japan: spring and its cherry blossoms at Fountainhead Palace, fall and
the momiji at Senpou Temple, and the harsh mountainous winter at the heights of Ashina and
the depths of Sunken Valley.Last of all, intense beauty shines through the archetypal clothing
and armor of the Sengoku period (and the Heian period for the Palace Nobles and Okami
Warriors), whose colors  which are sometimes highly contrasting (red and black for Emma,
gold and black for Genichiro, and so forth)  bear testament to the Japanese aesthetic in all its
resplendence. Further still, the overall composition of individual scenes draws from a strikingly
colorful palette; two glorious examples of this are exploration in Bodhisattva Valley and the duel
against the true Corrupted Monk.The other half of the equation, the decline of the Sengoku era,
is portrayed through the breakdown and destruction of the environments. Various structures of
Ashina Castle and its environs lie ruined as a result of the desperate war being waged by the
Ashina clan against the army of the Interior Ministry. In order to highlight the corrupted nature of
the monks at Senpou Temple, a number of Buddhist statues  on Mount Kongo and in
Bodhisattva Valley  are themselves destroyed, drowned or neglected. Even the splendid
architecture of Fountainhead Palace lies partially submerged under a great lake. It is here that
we can infer the will of Miyazaki and his team to subtly meld the intense beauty of rural Japan
with the death and decline that so ravaged the Sengoku era. Permeating every game since Dark
Souls, this aesthetic is intensified in Sekiro thanks to the vivid colors radiating across the natural
Japanese landscape and the sheer refinement of the period architecture.Alongside the soldiers,
samurai and shinobi of the Sengoku era, the game’s bestiary consists of fauna from across the
Archipelago, in particular, monkeys, giant centipedes (or mukade) and snakes. Just like the



supernatural enemies  the apparitions, Palace Nobles, Okami Warriors and Divine Dragon 
these animals speak to the fantastical atmosphere of the universe. That these latter might be
heavily armed and monstrous in stature, certainly true of the Guardian Ape, only serves to
reinforce the fantasy.This thoughtful blend of architecture, flora, fauna, seasonality and visual
symbolism  so specific to Japan  would never be complete without Mount Fuji. It is only natural
that such an iconic landmark remains visible throughout the majority of Sekiro; concealed
beneath the spiraled clouds, at the peak of this giant lies Fountainhead Palace. Given that this
world is a fictional take on Sengoku Japan, this is not the real Mount Fuji, of course, but its
imaginary counterpart.ANIMATION & SOUND DESIGNIt is all thanks to the animators,
composers and sound designers that an artistic triumph such as this truly comes to life. After
Bloodborne and Dark Souls III, the painstaking animation and sound design of FromSoftware
would come together once more to make the world as tangible as possible and elicit the
strongest of emotions. While the impact of deflections embodies the “clashing swords”
envisioned by Miyazaki to perfection, Deathblow animations do their part to convey the extreme
violence of warfare during the period. The martial elegance of such bosses as the Corrupted
Monk or the Divine Dragon, together with the raw aggression of the wild beasts  none more so
than the Guardian Ape  can equally be attributed to the animators. According to Miyazaki, in an
effort to illustrate their individual natures, the team spent a considerable amount of time getting
the stances and movements of the lead characters just right.With regard to the music, the
director would once again place his trust in Yuka Kitamura, who worked on the last two Dark
Souls, Bloodborne and Déraciné. On this occasion, she would write 84% of the game’s
soundtrack, the rest being shouldered by external composer Noriyuki “α” Asakura, celebrated,
among others, for his work on the original Tenchu games and anime series Rurouni Kenshin:
Meiji Kenkaku Romantan (Rurouni Kenshin or Samurai X in North America). We shall discuss
the music of Sekiro in full detail in Chapter V.THE HEIGHT OF LEVEL DESIGNIn keeping with
the vision of Miyazaki, the level design of Sekiro is cast from the same mold as that of Souls.
With the exception of Hirata Estate and Fountainhead Palace, the entire territory of Ashina is
fully interlaced. The beginning of the adventure, which follows a more linear structure, is
designed to gradually acclimate the player to the new systems. From the moment they reach
Ashina Castle, however, they are deemed to be sufficiently equipped to forge their own path
without further guidance. At this point, the player is free to travel to the majority of areas in the
game  the Abandoned Dungeon, Senpou Temple, the Sunken Valley and Ashina Depths. This
sudden “opening up” of the game seasons the experience with a similar taste of adventure to the
first Dark Souls.As predicted, the existence of the grappling hook enabled the developers to
create a world with even greater verticality than their previous efforts. A stand-out example of this
is Senpou Temple. Exploring this location involves a sheer climb up the mountain home of the
monastic complex, from the lowly foothills to the majestic pagoda built upon its summit. Like in
Bloodborne and Dark Souls III, the player is met with a tantalizing view of their eventual
destination  in this case, the pagoda and adjoining temple  as soon as they step into the



region. The ascent then continues from tree to tree, rooftop to rooftop and cliff to cliff; at no point
does our shinobi resort to a single ladder or elevator. The sensation that arises from this
freedom of traversal, especially in such a vast and magnificent environment, quickly becomes
intoxicating. Of course, the grappling hook cannot be aimed manually like in Tenchu. As we
discussed earlier, the added constraint of fixed grapple points results in a faster and more fluid
rhythm of exploration. It also afforded the developers complete control over the level design.
Furthermore, the protagonist can grapple across large distances at formidable speed, hence the
greater amplitude of each region compared with Souls. One memorable example is the
character’s use of a kite to spring to the opposing cliff-face in the blink of an eye.
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Gary, “A deep dive that's worth a read. A wonderful deep dive into Sekiro that opened my eyes to
details of the game I didn't know were there, furthering my enjoyment and prompting me to look
into some of the details highlighted further in other works. Only negative was a little repeating 9f
information, though this could be due to the sheer detail of information available.”
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